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Global Witness this month publishes the second
phase of its unique comparative study of
transparency in the forest sectors of developing
countries.
Research for the Forest Sector Annual Transparency
Report for 2010 was conducted in five countries –
Cameroon, Ecuador, Ghana, Liberia and Peru –
between July and December 2010 by independent
national NGOs and local partners. The programme
uses a red‐amber‐green traffic light system to
indicate which forest sector documents are in the
public
domain,
and
draws
lessons
for
improvements on a national level. Data from each
country against a common set of 78 transparency
indicators is now available on the programme
website: www.foresttransparency.info. For four
countries, comparisons can be made between 2009
and 2010.
Key findings
•

The assessment shows little change between
2009 and 2010, and forest sector transparency
remains generally poor. Eight clear instances of
improvement, and four steps backwards were

recorded. There are some major areas where
lack of disclosure is persistent and undermines
governance and accountability. Often this is at a
basic level, such as concession contracts, forest
management plans, and the relationship
between goods and services provided, and
revenues generated and redistributed.
•

The most significant positive change is in access
to decision‐making by ordinary citizens. The
dynamics are of course different in different
countries but in all cases there is a difference in
how communities are increasingly at the core of
decisions about their forests, from grass‐roots
empowerment right up to national‐level policy‐
making.

•

Whilst forest sector transparency is increasingly
recognised as an issue and discussed openly, the
regulatory frameworks for ‘carbon concessions’
or land deals remain almost non‐existent, and a
dangerous policy vacuum prevails. There is a
real risk in this situation that governments and
their people will be locked in to unfavourable
contracts.
Steps backwards

Positive change
Î

Cameroon

The first ever National Forest
Forum was held

Î

Cameroon

Non-transparent allocation of
small permit areas increased

Î

Ghana

A Freedom of Information bill was
tabled in parliament

Î

Ghana

Inappropriate use of salvage
permits increased

Î

Liberia

A forest forum process was
initiated

Î

Liberia

Lack of transparency over
development of REDD+ policies

Î

Liberia

A Freedom of Information Act
was passed

Î

Peru

Î

Peru

The forest authority website was
relaunched

Repeal of controversial law also
withdrew some progressive
elements

Î

Peru

A range of discussion forums
have been instituted

Î

Peru

Generalised maps of forest
permits have become available

Î

Peru

An economic ecological zoning
protocol has been written
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